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Abstract. Time  variations in the  flux of galactic cosmic rays are  the  result of chang- 
ing conditions in the  solar wind. Maximum cosmic ray fluxes, which occur when solar 
activity is at a minimum, are  well defined. Reductions from this maximum level are  
typically systematic and  predictable but  on occasion are  rapid and  unexpected. Models 
relating the flux level at lower energy to tha t  at neutron monitor energy are  typically 
accurate to  20 percent of the  total  excursion at tha t  energy. Other  models! relating flux 
t o  observables such as sunspot number,  flare frequency, and current sheet tilt a re  
phenomenological bu t  nevertheless can be quite accurate. 
Introduction. By definition, galactic cosmic rays are charged particles, electrons and  
nuclei. which occupy the  local region of interstellar space. Unlike photons, the  charged 
cosmic rays cannot  travel in s t ra ight  lines through the magnetic fields (typically one 
microgauss) which permeate the galaxy. Particles of energy less than about  10 GeV, 
which are  the  only ones numerous enough to  contribute significantly to  the  radiation. 
background of a spacecraft ,  have radii of curvature in th i s  field which are small  com- 
pared to  the  dimensions of the solar system and  tiny compared even to the distance t o  
the  nearest star.  
Therefore even though these particles have speeds near t ha t  of light their convo- 
luted paths  in the  interstellar medium are such as to completely randomize their direc- 
tions and smooth ou t  any fluctuations in density. On  the timescale of a human life- 
t ime it is inconceivable t h a t  there could be any detectable t ime variation in. the  fluxes 
of these particles. 
However, as Figure 1 shows. fluxes of galactic particles which penetrate into the  
solar system exhibit substant ia l  time variations. Particles of different species and/or  
different energies show obviously related but  nevertheless distinctly different variations. 
I t  is my aim in this paper t o  provide a brief and qualitative discussion of the  causes of 
t ime variability of galactic cosmic radiation. I hope tha t  I cause no offense by choosing 
not t o  give references in the  text. Instead I present a list of suggestions for further 
reading chosen in par t  because they contain extensive references to the l i terature.  
Solar Modulation. The  variability. or modulation, of the galactic cosmic ray fluxes 
was recognized some time ago as related to the general eleven year cycle of solar 
activity.  hence the  term "Solar hfodulation." Figure 1 shows approximately one com- 
plete cycle of this activity and illustrates the inverse nature  of the relationship. Sun- 
spots,  solar flares, and the  like were a t  a maximum during the years 1980-1982 while 
the  fluxes of cosmic rays were at a minimum. A naive explanation. t ha t  the  ex t ra  
"stuff" coming off the  sun at solar maximum somehow drives the cosmic rays ou t  of the  
solar system, is very close to  the  t ruth.  Beyond this point however intuition fails and  
the details of the  process are  the subject of much scientific research and debate.  
Cosmic ray  particle density and the particle density in the solar wind are  so low 
tha t  the  particles almost never physically collide with one another.  A11 of  the  
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interactions take place through electromagnetic interactions. T h e  electromagnetic fields 
can be described mathematically in many .ways; generally they are  described in terms 
of Fourier components or  waves. Because they propagate in an  anisotropic, conductive 
medium, these waves in turn  cannot  be completely characterized by pointlike measure- 
ments from spacecraft. Further ,  they are  almost invisible to remote sensing techniques 
such as radio sounding although analysis of fluctuations in spacecraft telemetry signals 
does provide important  input  into the  problem. If a precise, t ime dependent model of 
the  electromagnetic fields within the  heliosphere were available calculation of solar 
modulation would be only a numerical problem. albeit a complex one, much in the 
fashion of calculating global weather. In practice, particle observations are often used 
as the  basis for constructing approximate models of the electromagnetic fields. 
In order to understand the  propagation of cosmic rays in the heliosphere three 
processes must be considered: diffusion, convection, and  adiabatic deceleration. T o  
understand these, consider Figure 2, a highly schematic representation of the helio- 
sphere, or sphere of influence of the  sun. T h e  boundary of the  heliosphere. which may 
or may not be sharp,  is the surface where the expanding and  weakening solar wind can 
no longer push back the interstellar medium. Because the sun is moving wit,h respect t o  
the interstellar medium it is likely tha t  the boundary is not spherical a t  all. Estimates 
of the  distance t o  the  boundary have been historically very consistent -- always approx- 
imately twice the distance to  the furthest  spacecraft. Hence, in 1987. most people 
would place the boundary at approximately 100 -\L (one .Astronomical I ln i t  is the 
average earth-sun separation).  
Cosmic rays individually have high energies but their total  energy content is low 
compared t o  the particles which make up the solar wind. Therefore they play little role 
in the dynamics of the solar wind and are  only weakly coupled to  the waves created by 
the  lower energy particles. The boundary as such. even i f  it is sharp,  is scarcely seen by 
the cosmic rays as  a barrier; the  weakly interacting cosmic rays respond only to the 
bulk' properties of the  medium within which they propagate. 
Hence the picture of the heliosphere given in Figure 2. The  solar wind is seen by 
the cosmic rays as a collection of radially moving scattering centers t ha t  are irregulari- 
ties and fluctuations in the interplanetary magnetic field. T h e  cosmic rays diffuse in 
this sea of scattering centers. a process which can be characterized by a mean free 
path,  the numerjcal value of which is typically 0.3 -4L at the  location of the earth.  T h e  
process is similar t o  molecules of perfume diffusing from an  open bottle through the air 
in a room. If the  solar wind were not flowing, eventually cosmic rays would diffuse 
until the  intensity throughout the heliosphere became the  same as tha t  in interstellar 
space. 
But the solar wind is not s ta t ionary,  it flows outward a t  approximately 400 
km/second. This  flow results in the convection of the cosmic rays which are diffusing 
in the rest f rame of the solar wind. One  could liken this to aiming a fan a t  the per- 
fume bottle. This could reduce or even eliminate the scent a t  some locations depending 
on the relation of the flow speed to  the rate  of diffusion. 
The  wind is expanding as it moves out  so cosmic rays trapped in the expansion 
are in effect cooled much as  a gas is cooled by adiabatic expansion against a piston. 
This process, termed adiabatic deceleration, makes modulation complex. as the 
energy losses are large (hundreds of MeV for a 1 GeV proton)  and the flux of particles 
is strongly energy dependent. The  paradoxical nature of this effect can best be.seen by 
noting tha t  at lower energies, where the flux increases with increasing energy. adiabatic 
deceleration represents a net source of particles at a given energy. rather than a net 
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sink. This  idea, t h a t  there can be apparent  sources of particles deep within the helio- 
sphere must  be kept  in mind when trying t o  understand radial gradient measurements. 
One  final point is worthy of some note. The previous discussion has treated the  
scattering centers as if they were interplanetary billiard balls scattering cosmic mar- 
bles. Such a view is useful t o  some level, but  at a deeper level leads to contradictions 
which I only mention bu t  do not explore. Under a Galilean transformation a billiard 
ball is still a billiard ball, so one may t reat  the scattering in a convenient frame and  
then transform trivially to  another frame moving uniformly with respect to the  first. 
Magnetic fields, even in the  non-relativistic limit of a Galilean transformation, do  not 
s tay simply as magnetic fields, they change slightly in magnitude and electric fields 
appear. ( T h a t  is why dynamos work.) In the solar wind the process is further compli- 
cated by the fact  t h a t  there is no overall rest frame. Because of the expansion, a small 
volume element of the solar wind is not only expanding itself but  its center has a net 
motion with respect to the centers of other volume elements. 
M a g n e t i c  F i e l d s  on the  Sun. T o  understand the magnetic field in the heliosphere it 
is useful t o  know a little about the structure of the sun. The  energy of the sun is 
thought to  be generated in the central regions, approximately confined to a sphere with 
a radius one quarter  t ha t  of the sun (and  thus within only about  2% of the volume of 
the sun) .  T h e  heat is transported by (radiative) conduction most of the way to  the sur- 
face. About 85% of the way to the surface the method of heat transport  switches t o  
convection. Currents  generated by the convective motion in th i s  outer layer of the sun 
probably support  the  surface magnetic field. At the surface, the field is highly complex, 
with regions of positive and negative polarity found in both hemispheres. Only a t  alti- 
tudes of a solar radius or more has the  dipole component begun t o  dominate the field, 
giving a net polarity to  an entire hemisphere. In contrast ,  the  currents producing the 
earth 's  field lie deep within the planet, so tha t  a t  the surface the dipole component is 
already dominant.  .again in contrast  t o  the ear th ,  where changes and reversals of the 
field take place on timescales of millenia. the magnetic field of the sun reverses its 
polarity every eleven years, during the period of maximum solar activity. Thus  the 
eleven year solar cycle should more properly be viewed as half of a 1'2 year cycle. Sub- 
tle effects of the 22 year cycle are the subject of intensive s tudy a t  the present time. 
The S o l a r  W i n d .  "Solar Wind" is the name given to the continuous How of plasma 
from the sun outward into the heliosphere. The  solar wind has its origin in the hot 
corona, or outer atmosphere of the sun which is so dramatically visible a t  the t ime of 
total  eclipses. T h e  hot coronal plasma expands against the force of gravity in a process 
tha t  has many similarities t o  the operation of a rocket nozzle. Thermal energy is con- 
verted t o  bulk motion with such high efficiency tha t  the solar wind is highly super- 
sonic. For solar wind protons. the random motion contains only about 10% of the 
energy of the  bulk flow, which has a typical velocity of 400 km/second. The  motion of 
individual solar wind particles is almost purely radial. however it is important  to  note 
tha t  the locus o f  particles which have come from the same area of the sun forms a 
spiral pat tern exactly like tha t  from a garden sprinkler (Figure 3 ) .  
I n t e r p l a n e t a r y  M a g n e t i c  Fields .  Even though the solar wind plasma is tenuous 
(about  I per cm3 a t  the orbit of ear th)  the conductivity is high enough that  magnetic 
fields are "frozen in": their decay or diffusion rate is slow compared to the t ime it takes 
-the solar wind to reach the heliospheric boundary. The  dominant source of the mag- 
netic field is the dipole component of the solar field which threads through the corona 
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where the solar wind is forming. As a result of this process, it can be shown tha t  the 
field lines in the corona a re  drawn ou t  into the solar wind and  end up following the  loci 
of the particles flowing from one region of the  sun. Thus  the  field forms the  familiar 
Parker spiral shown in Figure 3. Typical field amplitudes at the  orbit of ear th  are a 
few nanotesla. 
Cosmic rays propagate mainly along these field lines. Therefore the picture is not  
quite so simple as shown in Figure 2; the  boundary is much further away along the 
path the  cosmic ray must  take.  I t  is of course irregularities in this magnetic field which 
provide the  scattering which results in the  diffusion of the  cosmic rays. Some of these 
irregularities are  remnants  of the  irregularity of the solar source of the plasma, bu t  
others are undoubtedly generated by various types of plasma processes as the solar 
wind propagates through the  heliosphere. 
Observational Data. Cosmic ray fluxes vary greatly with energy and particle 
species. They are also t o  a good approximation isotropic, in t ha t  any detector has a 
counting rate  independent of its direction of view. Flux and energy units in common 
use are chosen in a way which best exhibits the systematic nature  of the energy and 
composition variability. Particle energies are measured in electron volts (eV) ,  which is 
the amount  of energy required t o  move a unit electric charge (such as an electron) 
through a potential of one volt. Cosmic rays are relativistic particles, so it is con- 
venient to refer to the mass in terms of an equivalent energy, a proton therefore h a s  a 
"mass" of 931 .MeV (properly MeV/cz) and an  electron 511 keC'. I t  is an observational 
fact t h a t  the relative abundances of cosmic ray nuclei are  nearly constant as a function 
of velocity, which for relativistic nuclei is most commonly described as kinetic energy 
per unit  rest mass. For practical purposes the mass difference between neutrons and 
proton and tha t  due t o  nuclear binding energy are insignificant. The  mass of a nucleus 
is therefore conveniently characterized by the number of nucleons ( A )  and the usual 
velocity unit becomes kinetic *energy per nucleon. 
For particles propagating in magnetic fields the best ordering parameter is rigidity 
(momentum per unit  charge). In a magnetic tield not changing in t ime th i s  parameter 
completely determines the trajectory of the particle; the  velocity determines only how 
fast the particle traverses the  trajectory.  Momentum. p (in the units .IleC'/c) is calcu- 
lated relativistically from kinetic energy, E ,  and rest mass. mn. by the formula 
p' = E2 - ?Em 
Rigidity, expressed in a uni t  commonly called the volt, bu t  bearing only a dis tant  rela- 
tionship to the ordinary volt, is the total  momentum of the particle divided by the net 
charge. With the exception of the so called anomalous component cosmic ray nuclei are  
fully stripped and the net charge is the atomic number 2. For electrons of cosmic ray 
energies the to ta l  energy. kinetic energy. momentum, and rigidity are approximately 
equal numerically. 
Cosmic ray flux is measured as the  number of particles striking a unit area per 
unit time from a unit solid angle. .A Rat detector of area s em-) sensitive to particles 
from one side receives particles from a half sphere, or 2?r steradians. Because of projec- 
tion effects the net geometry factor of such a detector is only s a  cm-)-jteradian. At 
low energies relevant to spacecraft radiation dose the flux of cosmic rays is almost 
always given as a differential spectrum, a number of particles within a s ta ted interval 
about  the s ta ted energy. Both the  energy and the energy differential are often given in 
terms of energy per nucleon so some care must be taken when using a published spec- 
t rum to  calculate total  dose; extra  factors of the number of nucleons can easily be lost. 
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T h e  most readily available continuous cosmic ray d a t a  come from neutron moni- 
tors. These ground based detectors are  sensitive t o  the  fragments produced by primary 
cosmic rays as they strike the  atmosphere. Cosmic rays must  have energies upwards of 
1 GeV before the  secondaries they produce can strike the  ground, therefore the  neutron 
monitors provide information only about  the  higher energy particles. The  ear th’s  mag- 
netic field also screens o u t  cosmic rays. At  the  equator only particles with rigidities 
over 20 GV are able t o  get in, while near the poles the  neutron monitor response is 
limited by the  atmosphere. 
It is therefore possible in principle t o  get accurate spectra from 1 GeV to 20 GeV 
or so for protons ( the  dominant  component) using ground based da ta .  In practice it is 
difficult t o  normalize the  d a t a  properly from one s ta t ion t o  the  next, therefore such 
spectra  are  not  readily available. Current  research using neutron monitors is done with 
t ime variations from individual s ta t ions or matched pairs of s ta t ions looking for effects 
at  the  level of tenths  of a percent. Modulation models can be successfully linked to  a 
few selected stations as the behavior of the spectrum is quite regular t o  the  accuracy 
required t o  es t imate  dose. Extrapolation of the neutron monitor d a t a  via appropriate 
models t o  lower energies is quite successful, al though it is possible t o  have errors as 
large as a factor of two in flux under certain circumstances. 
Below 1 GeV, d a t a  on cosmic rays are obtained from spacecraft and sometimes 
balloons. Normally spectra for protons and helium below 150 hleV/nucleon can be 
obtained, with an  integration t ime of about  ten days,  for almost any da te  desired. The  
energy range 130MeV/n to 1 CeV/n  is poorly monitored on a routine basis. but  inter- 
polation between lower energy d a t a  and neutron monitors is generally accurate to  20% 
or better. 
A b s o l u t e  Level of M o d u l a t i o n .  Although cosmic electrons contribute little to  the 
total dose. and  measurements of their flux are  sparse, they provide the  one direct link 
to the  region outside the  heliosphere from which the  absolute amount  of solar modula- 
tion may be calculated. Microwave synchrotron radiation produced by the  electrons as 
they spiral around the interstellar magnetic field can be detected and measured quanti-  
tatively by ear th  based radiotelescopes. These d a t a  can in turn  be used to est imate  the 
electron flux outside the  heliosphere, the so-called Local Interstellar Spectrum or LIS. 
Figure 4 shows t h e  electron LIS together with a n  electron spectrum obtained at ear th  
during 1977, a year representative of maximum electron fluxes at ear th .  Xote particu- 
larly the large amount  of modulation which is present at energies below 1 GeV even at 
this t ime of solar minimum. Estimates of modulation model parameters (see below) are 
made by comparing the  model calculation (line through d a t a  points) with the  d a t a  
while keeping the input spectrum at the heliospheric boundary constant  and equal t o  
t h a t  deduced from the radio da ta .  
M o d u l a t i o n  Models .  Transpor t  of cosmic rays through the interplanetary medium is 
described mathematically by an equation of the  Fokker-Planck type which relates the 
three fundamental  processes, diffusion, convection. and adiabatic deceleration discussed 
above. Obtaining practically useful solutions of this equation remains a difficult task 
because of the  need to  deal with spatial  anisotropies and inhomogeneities of the inter- 
planetary medium. Even if these effects are  included in the mathematical  solution. da t a  
of sufficient accuracy are not available over enough of the solar system to permit a 
truly ab initio calculation. Solutions are generally obtained by numerical methods. 
most of which have many free parameters. In practice most of these parameters must 
be fixed at  nominal values and  only a few varied to  obtain agreement with the data .  
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Typically the diffusion coefficient as a function of momentum and position and the dis- 
tance to the boundary are taken as adjustable parameters. 
Figure 5 illustrates such a modulation model. In this figure are plotted d a t a  and 
model fits showing the  range of variation observed in the spectrum of cosmic ray pro- 
tons. .Modulation measured by the electrons is used to trace back from the observed 
proton spectrum to the  presumed local interstellar spectrum (LIS). Success of the  model 
therefore corresponds t o  recovering the same LIS during periods of different modulation 
amplitude. I should note t h a t  the LIS in Figures 4-6, including the electron LIS, have 
been refined over the  years to provide the best overall fit t o  all observations. 
(Modifications made to the  electron LIS are within the  quoted error limits of the radio 
measurements.) One  further point t o  note in Figure 5 is tha t  the  high level of solar 
activity which reduces the cosmic ray fluxes in 1982 compared with 1977 leaves its 
mark in the form of greatly increased fluxes of low energy particles. 
Figure 6, illustrating the  modulation of cosmic ray helium, is in many respects 
similar to Figure 5. T h e  shapes of the LIS are  nearly identical when plotted as a func- 
tion of energy per nucleon (velocity). The overall shape and behavior of the modulated 
spectra are similar and  a component of solar flare helium is clearly visible during 1982. 
However there are  some key points of difference as well. Effects of modulation are 
smaller on helium at the same energy per nucleon than they are on protons because 
helium nuclei are more rigid, having twice the charge but four times the mass of the 
protons. At  low energies the so called anomalous component of helium stands out  in 
the 1977 data .  Anomalous cosmic rays are most probably singly charged ions produced 
by sunlight falling on neutral  a toms of the interstellar medium which enter the solar 
system because of the  proper motion of the sun with respect to  the local gas cloud. 
These ions are accelerated to high energies by a process which is not well ‘understood. 
Their anomalous properties with respect to modulation are due t o  their high rigidity 
(from their low net charge) and  the fact that they are injected deep within the modula- 
tion region rather t han  having to diffuse in from the bbundary. (Before the particles are 
ionized they do not interact significantly with the solar wind and propagate freely 
through the magnetic fields.) 
Model Weaknesses. Often a t tempts  are made to  construct models relating cosmic 
ray flux to observables such as sunspot number,  flare frequency, and current sheet t i l t .  
=\I1 of these are correlated with each other in some general way so the models do a 
good job with genera1 trends but  in detail tend to  predict the past much better than 
they predict the future.  Current  models of modulation do provide a systematic basis 
for calculating fluxes and spectra of many particles based on a few direct cosmic ray 
observations. 
T o  date  it has been observed tha t  maximum cosmic ray fluxes. which occur when 
solar activity is a t  a minimum, are well defined and reproducible from one solar cycle 
to the next. Reductions from this maximum level are typically systematic. slow and 
predictable in a general sense but on occasion are rapid and unexpected. hlost rapid 
fluctuations are reductions in flux (Forbush decreases) so conservative calculations can 
be based on the nominal model. Of course the real danger of an upward fluctuation 
comes from solar flare particles which are not considered in this paper. 
hlodels t ha t  do  a good job of ordering observations at one location jeldom permit 
accurate extrapolations to  flux levels elsewhere in the solar system. This may be due 
to fundamental  problems with the physics of the models. Small differences in the 
behavior of positive and negative particles may be a symptom of large scale particle 
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drifts, possibly associated with the magnetic neutral sheet separating the regions of 
opposite magnetic polarity, O n  the other hand,  the models may be sound but  the  
model parameters may vary with radial distance and distance from the ecliptic in ways 
which are not currently understood. 
Summary. Current  modulation models are quite good at reproducing the relative 
modulation amplitudes near the  ear th  of most of the cosmic rays. By using a few key 
indicators, such as  neutron monitor measurements and low energy proton da ta ,  flux 
levels of other components can be calculated to  an  accuracy of 20%. These calculations 
unfortunately do not usually give good predictions of the flux at other locations in the 
heliosp here. 
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Figure 2. 
Details are  discussed in the text and references. 
Schematic representation of solar modulation. 
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Figure  3. Interplanetary magnetic field has the  same shape 
above and  below the  solar equator but  opposite polarity as 
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